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Inventor of the World’s First
ROTATING FOOTBALL GOALS

SportsEdge®, the leading manufacturer of innovative sports 
construction products, is the � rst to introduce ROTATING 
FOOTBALL GOALS that help solve the problems associated 
with multi-use soccer and football � elds.

This revolutionary Goal Post can easily be rotated 180 degrees 
facing away from the � eld of play during soccer games, and 
rotated back for football games. Operation is extremely simple;
it takes less than a minute to rotate the goals completely, and 
can be done by any one person. Only 25 pounds of pressure 
rotates the goal with the use of the included four foot rotation 
handle. The goal post locks securely in place in either position. 
Two pad locks per goal provide tamper-proof security and saftey.

With creative minds, superior engineering and the highest 
quality manufacturing, SportsEdge® is proud to produce what 
is simply the best football goals ever made. Manufactured in 
our facility in North Carolina, the SportsEdge® ROTATING 
FOOTBALL GOALS are the perfect solution for multi-use � elds.

PROBLEM SOLVED!
When a soccer goal is put underneath a football goal gooseneck, the soccer goal crossbar is only 16 inches below 
the football goal crossbar. This causes a problem for of� cials during soccer play because the ball can rebound off 
either the soccer goal crossbar (in play) or off the football goal post (out of play), and the of� cials can not always 
distinguish between the two. The crossbars’ being so close together has also been an issue with corner kicks 
because of the ball hitting either the football goal upright or the end of the football goal crossbar.  The only rem-
edy to date had been to pull the soccer goal forward two yards on each end of the � eld, however, this reduces the 
length of the soccer � eld by twelve feet and requires an additional game line in the middle of the football end zone. 
Installing SportsEdge Rotating Football Goals solves all the problems associated with these multi-use � elds!

Patent Pending
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SPORTSEDGE®  SOLUTIONS:
• The SportsEdge® Rotating Football Goal Post can easily be rotated 180 degrees facing 

away from the � eld of play during soccer games.
• Operation is extremely simple; takes very little effort and less than 60 seconds!
• Securely locked in place in either position with two pad locks per goal.

MODEL # DESCRIPTION GOOSENECK UPRIGHTS

SEF305R High School 8’ Offset 20’
SEF315R College 8’ Offset 20’
SEF308R High School 8’ Offset 30’
SEF325R College 8’ Offset 30’
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Standard Rotating Goal 
Set Includes:

      -    8’ Offset Goosenecks

      -    Yellow Powder Coating

      -    Adjustable Ground Sleeves

      -    Padlocks (4) Keyed Alike

      -    Rotation Handle, 48” Length

      -    Hardware Kit

      -    Wind Directional Flags

      -    Touch-up Paint

Football Position Soccer Position


